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Jesonwood eco-OAK is a pre-sanded multi-layered super 

engineered oak floor that is ready to install.

This versatile wide-plank oak floor is available in 8, cobalt 

free, rich colours, including a raw natural oak finish, and is 

manufactured from high-quality imported European Oak.

As opposed to using slow growing solid wood, 

Jesonwood eco-OAK’s multi-layer technology makes  

use of wood for its intermediate layers that are sourced 

from ecologically responsible fast growing trees.

Our hard wood flooring has superior strength and excep-

tional durability, although, if required, Jesonwood 

eco-OAK can be sanded numerous times, returning the 

wood to its former luxury.
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Jesonwood eco-OAK’s European Oak is of a consistently 

high-grade, ensuring peace-of-mind when installed. The 

Jesonwood eco-OAK brand continually aims to deliver 

cost-effective products to the market.
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wood care with Bona Naturale

Across the World, the Bona Naturale phenomenon is 

spreading. Bona Naturale is a unique floor treatment that 

preserves the true nature of any wooden floor while 

giving it durable protection. In family homes, villas, offices 

and official residences, the pure natural look and feel of 

wooden floors are fully enjoyed – thanks to the

unique Bona Naturale.

Awarded EMICODE 1 for very low emissions 

and environmentally sound, Bona Naturale is 

the next generation of wooden floor protection.
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The all-new Bona Oil System brings out the true 

character of wooden �oors. The innovative range’s 

2-dimensional design e�ects create stunning 

expressions through highlights and stark contrasts.

From design and protection to maintenance and 

care, this complete system is all you need for a 

long-lasting, beautiful oiled wooden �oor with low 

VOC levels over its lifetime.

Together with Bona Oils, the pre-sanded 

Jesonwood eco-OAK �ooring can give rise to a 

variety of natural colours.
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in appreciation:

“My Jesonwood eco-OAK �oors are fantastic, and make my home complete!“

Ulrich Geyser (Hilton) - Home

“I am thrilled with my Jesonwood eco-OAK �oors, and will de�nitely be 
installing them in my new home!”

Deborah Fischer (Zimbali) - Home

“Our beautiful Jesonwood eco-OAK �oors are the �rst thing 
our visitors comment on!“

Don Hill (Ballito) - Home

“I am delighted with my Jesonwood eco-OAK �oors. 
They have transformed my home – thank you! 

It was a pleasure working with you and your team!”

Sarah Drake (Hillcrest) - Home

“We have speci�ed European White Oak, engineered �ooring
supplied by Floors Galore, and �nished with a Bona Natural �oor sealer.

On two recent projects, we are delighted with both the quality of the product
and the contemporary aesthetic of the �nished �oor.”

Andrew Fraser - Architect
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